Atomic Cartoons Short Studio Profile:
Award-winning Atomic Cartoons, a Thunderbird Films company, is a full-service
animation studio located in Vancouver’s busy Animation District. Atomic Cartoons
creates, produces and finances animation for distribution across multiple channels.
Atomic Cartoons is an artist’s studio that includes some of Canada’s most creative
animators, directors, producers and writers. Adept at multiple genres and animation
styles, Atomic Cartoons is recognized internationally as one of the leading animation
studios in North America.
Since its founding more than 16 years ago, Atomic has worked for clients such as Marvel
Animation, Cartoon Network, Nelvana, Warner Bros. and Walt Disney to name a few.
Notable, too, is Atomic's success with its homegrown shows; award winning international
hit Atomic Betty, preschool production Nico Can Dance and Beat Bugs. Other work
includes Little Charmers, Marvel's Avengers Assemble, Rocket Monkeys, Counterfeit Cat,
Max and Ruby and Transformers Rescue Bots.
Atomic Cartoons Long Studio Profile:
Atomic Cartoons is an internationally recognized, award-winning animation company,
with more than 200 employees in the buzzing Animation District of Vancouver. Atomic
Cartoons was recently acquired by Vancouver-based Thunderbird Films, an international
producer and distributor of television and film content. The Thunderbird Group of
companies also includes Great Pacific TV and Reunion Pictures in Vancouver as well as
London-based Soda Pictures. Atomic creates, produces and finances animation for
distribution across multiple channels. Atomic Cartoons’ production techniques include
animating traditionally, using Flash and Harmony for 2D projects, Maya for CG 3D
projects, as well as hybrid productions.
Atomic Cartoons is an artist –driven company that includes some of Canada's most
creative animators, directors, producers and writers. Adept in multiple genres and
animation styles, Atomic Cartoons is regarded as one of the leading animation studios in
North America, earning multiple Gemini, Leo, and BAFTA nominations and awards, and

most recently received a 2015 Canadian Screen Award for Rocket Monkeys in the Best
Animated Program or Series category.
Since its founding more than 16 years ago, Atomic has worked for clients such as Marvel
Animation, Cartoon Network, Nelvana, Warner Bros. and Walt Disney to name a few.
Notable, too, is Atomic's success with its homegrown shows; award winning international
hit Atomic Betty, preschool production Nico Can Dance and Beat Bugs. Other work
includes Little Charmers, Marvel's Avengers Assemble, Rocket Monkeys, Counterfeit Cat,
Max and Ruby and Transformers Rescue Bots.
Whether you are looking for a rock-solid production partner, financing muscle for your
animation project or an innovative creative team Atomic Cartoons has the right balance
of experience and flexibility to take projects from concept to screen.

